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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this study, Role of AI in Quality Engineering, is to assist business and quality engineering 
(QE) executives in the communication service provider (CSP) sector in understanding the role of AI in QE, 
including the priorities and approaches of their peers.  

The QE industry has transitioned to agile projects with the rise of continuous testing. This transition has 
been very disruptive. NelsonHall thinks that the adoption of AI will even be more disruptive to QE and can 
change the way testing is conducted. 

A. Methodology 

This study is based on interviews with both testing services heads and business heads working for CSPs, and 

covers: 

• The role of QE within CSPs 

• Current satisfaction with QE operations 

• The benefits of applying AI to testing services QE 

• The extent to which CSPs have implemented, and intend to deploy AI-based QE 

• Which AI use cases CSPs are considering. 

The study is based on 50 interviews, equally split between business and QE executives, working in the CSP 

sector. The breakdown of the number of senior executives interviewed by geography is U.S. (16), U.K. & 

Continental Europe (26), and Asia Pacific (8). 

B. Background 

Balancing New Opportunities and Cost Containment 

The communications services industry is going through a significant investment cycle with the deployment 

of 5G and fiber optics. At the same time, the industry wants to increase revenues but is facing difficulty in 

raising prices and monetizing these 5G and fiber optics investments. Communications services providers 

are also adapting their service portfolios to leverage opportunities presented by IoT. Accordingly, CSPs are 

looking to redeploy their expenditures to reduce the costs of their core network operations through 

technologies such as NFV and SDN, along with their support functions (e.g., IT), while investing in new 

opportunities. 

Continuous Testing 

Testing departments of CSPs have, like their peers in other industries, gone through three phases of QE.  

The first phase centered around processes (with the adoption of process guidelines such as TMAP), with 

the intent of deploying best practices and improving the quality of their operations. 

The second phase focused on the centralization of QE activities and offshoring through the creation of 

testing centers of excellence. These centers of excellence have helped to drive down the cost of testing 

while adopting best practices and investing in automation.  
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The third phase is currently underway, with QE departments re-positioning their activities as part of agile 

projects. CSPs aim to execute testing in parallel with agile development, rather than at the end of 

development milestones. They are doing so through: 

• Using DevOps software tools 

• Re-skilling manual testers to perform next-gen services that are much more technical than in the past. 

This third phase is very significant and impacts QE operations profoundly, particularly with the advent of 

AI. 

AI Will Help to Conduct QE More Selectively and Accelerate Automation 

AI has the potential to change the way testing is conducted, and the range of analytics and automation use 
cases is rapidly expanding: the use of AI is a paradigm shift for the QE industry. 

Currently, most implementation of AI has been around analytics, making sense of the wealth of testing-
related data present in test defect, test management, and requirement management tools, along with 
production logs and ITSM software. These AI-based analytics use cases typically target: 

• Test cases, with the intent of testing more selectively. For instance, test case optimization helps to 

reduce the number of test cases to be executed, based on test case semantics similarities 

• Defect prevention. For example, test defect analysis helps to identify which test cases should run when 

the code of an application changes.  

New AI use cases are already expanding from analytics to test automation. Technologies such as ML for 
creating test scripts automatically and application crawlers have much to promise much in this area. 
Leading vendors have also now developed technology to create test scripts automatically, and even more 
importantly, to help maintain these test scripts. 

However, the future of AI in quality assurance is not confined to analytics and automated test script 
creation. There is more to come. We are starting to see the deployment of next-gen rule-based engines, 
targeting autonomous testing in the long-run. Although autonomous testing and test script self-healing still 
have a long way to go, we believe that the industry has already started this autonomous testing journey. 

This executive summary of the joint study with Amdocs examines how communication services providers 

are approaching this significant change. 
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2. Key Findings 

A. CSPs Are Relatively Satisfied with Most Elements of their QE 
Activities. Express Least Satisfaction with Test Automation 

Before discussing the introduction of AI within QE, we should assess CSPs’ current perspectives regarding 
their QE departments, and identify if business executives and testing heads share the same views about 
testing.  

CSPs Acknowledge the Importance of the QE Function 

CSPs typically consider their testing activities to be highly relevant, a perspective that is shared by both 
business executives (92%) and testing heads (100%). 

Although QE is often perceived as a technical activity of relatively low interest to business heads, its 
importance is also highly recognized by them. 

Overall, They Are Moderately Satisfied with QE but Look for More Automation 

We asked CSPs how satisfied they were with their testing activities. Current satisfaction was mixed: 

• CSPs are highly satisfied with their current mobile app testing (87% highly satisfied)  

We believe this high score reflects the maturity of mobile app testing. Most mobile app testing combines 

test automation, compatibility testing, access to test environments, and even mobile network simulation 

and is comprehensive in nature 

• CSPs are moderately satisfied with their QE’s ability to improve the customer experience (36% highly 

satisfied), though business executives (28%) are markedly less satisfied than heads of testing (44%) 

• CSPs were the least satisfied with test automation and sentiment analysis (respectively, 11% satisfied 

and 14% highly satisfied)  

These scores reflect the limits of current functional test automation tools and strategies, which rely on 

generating test cases/test scripts, and need a high number of testing artifacts that are difficult to 

maintain.  

Most sentiment analysis offerings put app store and social media feedback into defect categories but fail 

to be effectively used by developers for correcting defects. 

Percentage of CSP Execs Highly Satisfied with Their QE Operations 
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B. The Adoption of AI within QE Has Been Slow, But Will Accelerate 
Drastically by 2022 

The CSP industry has taken a cautious approach to introduce AI into QE: only 12% of CSPs have already 
implemented AI-based testing projects.  

This is perhaps a surprise: AI has been a significant discussion theme for the past four years in QE. Typically, 
most of the AI-centric testing engagements are small PoCs, requiring limited budgets and few specialist 
resources. An example of a low-hanging fruit is test case optimization, which can reduce the test effort by 
up to 5%. 

However, this is about to change. The vast majority of CSPs (64% of respondents) are planning to invest in 
AI-based testing projects with both testing heads (77% high intent) and business heads (50%) planning to 
do so. 

Percentage of CSP Execs Planning to Invest in AI for Testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nonetheless, the difference in intentions between the two sample groups is significant. We think that the 
implementation of AI in QE is a relatively technical topic, with testing heads best positioned to understand 
the implications of AI (and therefore more willing to proceed with AI projects) than business executives. 

The investment timeframe for CSPs planning to invest in AI is short: 53% percent of respondents expect to 
have invested in AI projects by the end of 2020, and another 47% between 2021 and 2022. This indicates a 
marked acceleration in the adoption of AI within QE.  

The range of AI use cases is rapidly expanding, and the possibilities offered by AI both for making sense of 
data and automating testing are very significant. 

CSPs appear ready to make this step-change in their automation strategies and adopt new automation 

techniques, rather than refresh their legacy ones. To draw an analogy, CSPs will deploy the equivalent of 

web and SaaS applications, while maintaining their mainframes as-is. 
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C. The Communication Service Provider Industry Needs Assistance in 
Applying AI to QE 

We asked CSPs what they expect AI to bring to QE in terms of benefits. 

CSPs identified as of highest importance four benefits: the ability to automate testing (94% highly 
important), customer experience improvement through UX testing (80%), sentiment analysis (80%), and 
ability to conduct mobile testing comprehensively (70%).  

AI for Testing: CSP’s Expected Benefits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Business executives favored testing mobile devices more thoroughly (89%), the ability to automate testing 
(88%), and customer experience improvement through UX testing (80%). Testing heads also focus on test 
automation (100%) and sentiment analysis (80%), while attaching less importance to more comprehensive 
testing of mobile devices (50%). 

Both business testing heads and business execs have, unsurprisingly, set their priority on test automation. 
Test functional automation still offers room for further productivity and efficiency gains. The world of UX 
also has enormous potential. NelsonHall acknowledges that the QE department and lines of business are 
not yet clear about how they can address UX testing, be it by starting small, i.e., sentiment analysis, or being 
more comprehensive (usability testing). 

Also, these responses indicate that CSP execs have high ambitions in their application of AI to QE. However, 
they will likely require third-party assistance to realize the desired benefits. At present, only 12% of CSPs 
have undertaken AI-based QE initiatives, and CSPs have rapid ramp-up plans. 

At the same time, CSPs are venturing into new territory. Currently, no AI-based use cases targeting testing 
of mobile devices exist and incorporating broader social media data and sentiment analysis to improve the 
development of customer personae is little-developed and used. Testing heads have so far focused on test 
automation. UX testing is an area where AI has not been implemented. 

The results of this survey demonstrate that CSPs are ambitious but have yet to develop the in-house skills 
and use cases to implement AI-based QE. The range of AI use cases and benefits is rapidly expanding, while 
CSPs are, like any other industry, competing to attract AI talent. We, therefore, think that CSPs will 
increasingly need to turn to third-party organizations to assist them in their adoption of AI-based testing.  

  

Automating 

Testing 

CSPs overall – 94% 
Testing heads – 100% 
Business execs – 88% 

Improving  

CX 

CSPs overall – 80% 
Testing heads – 80% 
Business execs – 80% 

Sentiment 

Analysis 

CSPs overall – 80% 
Testing heads – 80% 
Business execs – 80% 

Mobile  

Testing 

CSPs overall – 70% 
Testing heads – 50% 

Business execs – 89% 
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D. Conclusion 

The adoption of AI in QE is at a crossroads, with most CSPs planning to accelerate their adoption of AI-based 

use cases for automating testing. AI brings new possibilities that were not plausible in the past. In particular, 

the automated creation of test scripts, and potentially the removal of the test case creation phase, is now 

closer to reality. 

The adoption of AI by CSPs is a real paradigm shift for QE operations. Manual testing is gradually 

disappearing, and AI, along with continuous testing, is positioning QE firmly in the automation and 

innovation space, ahead of most IT department and business operations. 

To deploy AI, QE executives need to understand the art of possible better and re-skill their existing teams 

toward technical roles, away from manual testing activities. Also, CSPs will compete for AI talent in a market 

dominated by resource scarcity, high wages, and high competition. For these reasons, we are expecting that 

CSPs will turn to QE third parties to monitor developments in AI, share their experience and their IP-based 

use cases, and bring the needed talent. An effective way to accelerate the AI journey is to start with AI and 

automation maturity assessments and then work together on an AI-based roadmap. 
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About Amdocs Quality Engineering 

Amdocs Quality Engineering (AQE), a division of Amdocs Services, enables communication service providers 

to launch and maintain offerings with speed, agility and accuracy to maximize revenues, while optimizing 

the end-customer experience. Combined with Amdocs’ unparalleled domain expertise, AQE’s capabilities 

make Amdocs a leading vendor in the communication testing space. 

AQE’s 360NE platform provides continuous testing as part of agile and digital transformation projects. A 

major component is Ginger, an open-source, central test automation technology based on artificial 

intelligence and robotic process automation. The technology enables better and more focused QE services, 

by expanding test automation from execution to creation and maintenance of test scripts. Ginger is 

complemented by AQE’s AQUA prediction engine, which selects the best test cases for execution, thereby 

achieving the highest quality with optimal efficiency. 

About Amdocs 

Amdocs’ purpose is to enrich lives and progress society, using creativity and technology to build a better 

connected world. Amdocs and its 25,000 employees partner with the leading players in the 

communications and media industry, enabling next-generation experiences in 85 countries. Our cloud-

native, open and dynamic portfolio of digital solutions, platforms and services brings greater choice, faster 

time to market and flexibility, to better meet the evolving needs of our customers as they drive growth, 

transform and take their business to the cloud. Listed on the NASDAQ Global Select Market, Amdocs had 

revenue of $4.1 billion in fiscal 2019. 

About NelsonHall 

NelsonHall is the leading global analyst firm dedicated to helping organizations understand the ‘art of the 

possible’ in next generation IT and business services. With analysts in the U.S., U.K., and Continental Europe, 

NelsonHall provides buy-side organizations with detailed, critical information on markets and vendors that 

helps them make fast and highly-informed sourcing decisions. And for vendors, NelsonHall provides deep 

knowledge of market dynamics and user requirements to help them hone their go-to-market strategies. 

NelsonHall’s research is rigorous and all-original, and widely respected for the quality, depth, and insight of 

its analysis. 

To find out more about NelsonHall and its services for buy-side organizations, contact: 

   

 U.S. 

Riverside Center 

275 Grove Street 

Suite 2-400 

Newton, MA 02466 

Phone: +1 (617) 663 5737 

 

U.K. 

Unit 6, Millars Brook 

Molly Millars Lane 

Wokingham 

RG41 2AD 

Phone: +44 (0)203 514 7552 
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